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10 YEAR 

WARRANTYRoller Shutters
Looking for something that blocks out light, 
helps keep down your energy bills, adds an 
element of security to your home, keeps your 
home insulated AND looks great from the inside 
and out? These are all the qualities our roller 
shutters have on offer, all year round. 
When fully closed they have insulating 
properties keeping the house cool in summer 
and warm in winter. Perfect for creating your 
ideal home environment, with added security 
and savings on your energy bills. 

Domestic Shutters

Widespan Shutters

Fire-Rated Shutters

See-Through Shutters

Got a big space you want covered with roller 
shutters? That’s why we make Widespan 
shutters, specially for those slightly larger spaces. 
Manufactured with heavy duty slat to prevent 
bowing and slanting, widespan shutters might be 
exactly what you need. 

If you live in high risk, bushfire prone or 
wooded, high vegetation, country or semi-rural 
location, we highly recommend Fire Rated 
Shutters. They have a rating of BAL40, are made 
out of aluminium and are made with precision 
extruded roller shutter profile. These shutters 
are tested and approved by the CSIRO and 
comply with Australian Bushfire Construction 
Standards.

See-through roller shutters are ideal for outdoor 
areas, or serving areas as they have interchanging 
aluminium and see-through slats. When they 
are fully closed, it stops the wind and rain, still 
allowing view in and out, hence the name “see 
through”. 
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Motorisation
Motorisation is the perfect way to modernise your 

home and make your new window furnishings easy to 

open and close.

We offer 12V Battery operated motors, or systems 

hard wired into the building. All of our motors can be 

synced to be operated together or separately with one 

or multiple remotes. Through the Somfy Connexoon 

App, the blinds or shutters can be opened or closed 

from the users phone. Our range of Somfy motors 

meet the Australian Electrical Standards and come 

with the EESS Compliance Regulatory Mark.

We can motorise a broad range of products that make 

opening and closing your new window furnishings a 

breeze. Motorisation allows you to quickly adapt your 

home to changes in weather and can save you money 

in the long run.

240V Electric Automation
• Somfy WT and RTS motors
• Moto WT and RTM motors 
• Shutter Supplies WT and RTM motors
• Obstacle detection RTM motors
• 1, 5 or 15 channel remote controls
• Phone App
Battery operated motor
• Somfy wireless RTS motors with remote control
• E-Port Series 12V motor with wall controller
• Shutter Supplies 12v motor with remote control
• Phone App
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Somfy Connexoon App

Somfy is a trusted name in automation, with the 
range of Sonesse offering ultra quiet motors. 
Sonesse motors use patented technology to 

dampen noise and vibration to deliver a new 
standard in acoustic control. The Sonesse range is 
available in both wired technology and RTS radio 

technology motors.

Offering the benefits of remote control operation 
without the need for electrical connection, Somfy’s 

battery powered motors are the ideal solution for 
hard to reach blinds ore shutters, when electrical 

connection is difficult or simply as your introduction 
to automation.

Somfy motors can be used across all product 
ranges, from indoor and outdoor blinds to roller 

shutters and curtains. Whatever your automation 
needs, we have a soltuion.

• Control for up to 30 RTS channels 
per Connexoon from iOS and 
Android devices

• Supports Up/Down/Stop commands 
and incremental control (tilt/
brightness)

• Remote access via internet 
connection 

• Ability to connect 4 smartphone 
devices

• Compatible with entire range 
of Remote Transmission Somfy 
products

• Voice control with third-party voice 
assistants Amazon Alexa and Google 
Assistant

• Trigger scenes and schedules 
using voice commands or pre-set 
automations
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Home Automation
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Block Out Blinds

Block out blinds are completely opaque blinds that are not 
transparent at all, not allowing sun to shine through. Block 
out blinds are a great alternative if you cannot install roller 
shutters on the outside. They are good insulators, and can 
block most light out, depending on fit. 

Block out blinds are usually bought with day or screen 
blinds, as when night falls, screen blinds have the reverse 
effect, and won’t let you see out, but will let people see 
inside. That’s when block out blinds come in to play, as 
they obstruct the view fully from outside to inside and 
stops the sunshine and heat from coming in during sunrise.

Indoor blinds are customisable and designed with 

your space in mind. More than window decor, they 

offer privacy, sun protection and light control that 

enhance any room. 

Day blinds are blinds typically used during the day that 

generally allow light to still filter through the room, 

and are available in light filtering or screen fabrics. 

Screen and Light 
Filtering Blinds

All of our indoor blinds can be motorised as needed. 

We offer a wall switch option that is hard-wired into 

the house, 240V or 12V motor that can be operated via 

remote or phone app for ease and convenience.

LEAD
FREE

PVC
FREE

FORMALDEHYDE
FREE

HALOGEN
FREE FR100%

BLACKOUT

The D30 silent rail is designed to be added to the bottom 

of the blinds to reduce the noise created by movement, 

commonly caused by heating and cooling systems when 

bumping against window frames. Back and front slots 

allow for allocation of the interchangable bubble seal or 

fabric brush.

D30 Silent Rail
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Plantation Shutters
Plantation shutters are often the first choice for 

architects and interior designers as they embrace a 

timeless style that will never go out of fashion. These 

shutters are an excellent addition to any room, offering 

privacy, light control, insulation and more while 

looking très chic!

Plantation Shutters are installed on the inside of the 

windows and are made out of one of two materials: 

Paulownia-Hardwood or PVC.

Cross-section of Paulownia-
Hardwood Louvres

Cross-section of PVC Louvres
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Security Doors

Security Plus is an authorised manufacturer of Invisi-Gard doors, available in 
marine grade 316 stainless steel mesh, our security doors offer the ultimate 
protection and privacy for your home.
All our doors are put through the most rigorous testing to be sure that they 
exceed Australian standards.

View from Outside View from Inside

Stainless Steel MeshPrivacy Plus MeshPerforated Aluminium 
Mesh

Mesh Types

Triple Lock SystemPrivacy Plus Mesh

The Triple lock system is a 

must with all our security 

doors. The triple lock system 

creates added security by 

locking the door at the top, 

middle and bottom of the door 

frame, this only requires the 

turning of the main lock as the 

mechanism will push the other 

locks into place.

The key benefits of having our Privacy Plus Door is that you 
have vision out to the street but people find it difficult to have 
clear vision into your home for an extra layer of privacy. This is 
due to the angle of the perforations in the mesh that obstructs 
the view from wherever the light is brightest.

Invisi-Gard is BAL-40 rated in areas 
from BAL-LOW up to BAL-40

Dynamic impact Tested
The patented Extreme Grip Protection retention system allows for 
screens to absorb over 10 times the impact energy required by 
Australian Standards

Knife Sheer Tested
Succesfully repels intruder attacks using knifes and similar 
bladed tools

Jemmy Tested
Tested to withstand jemmy attacks from levers, such as large 
screwdrivers, used to apply large amounts of torque to locks 
and hinges

Invisi-Gard 316 Marine Grade Mesh
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Safety Doors

Retractable Fly Screens

Flywire Doors and 
Screens

Our safety doors come in a range of colours, we 

specialise in traditional diamond pattern grilles 

with strong aluminium frames and a standard 

woven mesh screen, with the option of fibre glass 

flywire or DVA Privacy mesh. A great option for 

an added layer of safety, especially for areas that 

promote air flow through the house. 

DVA privacy mesh is available in a range of 

colours to match or contrast with your diamond 

grille or frame.

Retractabe flyscreens are great for areas that 
lead to outdoor entertaining areas and allow 
for a nice breeze to circulate through the 
house. With strong aluminium frames that 
come in a range of powder coated colours and 
lightweight mesh, retractable flyscreens are a 
great option to connect indoor and outdoor 
living spaces.

Flywire doors are the perfect addition 
to allow  a breeze into you home while 
providing a layer of security against flies and 
mosquitos. Excellent for large openings and 
doorways that lead to outdoor entertaining 
areas, these doors reduce sun glare and 
protect your home from insects and small 
animals.

Accredited Member
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Outdoor Blinds
Outdoor blinds provide brilliant protection against changeable weather conditions. Easily operated with remote 

control, they are perfect for verandas, patios and pergolas.

Outdoor blinds offer excellent UV protection, and also reduce light and noise pollution, perfect for turning any 

outdoor area into another room. Available in range of colours, made from a choice of canvas or UV stable PVC in 

clear or tinted, and due to the construction of these fabrics you can keep out unwanted rain/wind while retaining 

views.

Security Plus outdoor blinds come with heavier weight aluminium extrusion profiles for robust flex strength, 

superior to most alternative track blind systems. These heavy duty profiles make for a more durable construction 

and help prevernt against bowing and sagging of the mesh or damage from strong weather.
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Proudly Australian Owned Since 1992
Security Plus Shutters and Blinds has been a family 

owned and operated business since 1992. Now managed 

by the second generation of the family we’ve got you 

covered for the next 30 years as well! Starting out as a 

single operator business, we now service thousands of 

Australian homes every year.

Premium Service
Our mission is to provide you with the best products 

and service for your project. To give you peace of mind, 

we look after the whole process from start to finish, we 

manufacture, install and manage your project. The best 

part is, by choosing Security Plus you’re choosing to 

support Australian manufacturing.

Australian Certified
We take the time to source the best components 

available when manufacturing our products and we 

source Australian-made wherever possible. Our motors 

are certified to the highest Australian standards. Our 

certified manufacturing technicians have years of training 

and expertise, and we use Australian made aluminium, so 

when you choose Security Plus you know you’re getting 

the best.

Manufactured in Australia
We’re your one-stop shop for window furnishings, there’s 

no project too big or too small. We’ve been helping 

Australians improve their homes for over 30 years, 

we look forward to helping you with your next home 

imporvement project.

For more information or to view our products or previous 

projects, please head to our website 

securityplusshutters.com.au or call us on 1300 883 933 

to book your free in-home consultation.

Why 
choose 

Security 
Plus?

Thank you for considering Security Plus Shutters and Blinds for your window furnishings renovation project. We 
are a family owned and operated business and have been servicing Australians for over 30 years. We understand 
that every project is different and has its’ own specific needs and that your home may have its’ own set of unique 
challenges. At Security Plus, we believe in finding a solution for any problem, no matter how big or small.
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